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ADDING MULTIPLE ITEMS
TO YOUR CART & MULTIPLE

DELIVERY LOCATIONS 



1. ORDERING 
From your home screen, you will need to order your first

product by clicking from one of the options below

2a. FIRST PRODUCT ORDER
Once you have filled in the details of your first product, click ‘Get Price’. 

This will show the quantity and price.
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2b. FIRST PRODUCT ORDER
After clicking ‘Get Price’, if you scroll up, you will notice that a ‘1’ will appear in your 

cart with a quote number (see below). This has added the item to your cart
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3a. ADDING YOUR NEXT PRODUCT
To order your next product, click on the ‘+’, then ‘Add Simple Quoting’



4. ORDERING MULTIPLE PRODUCTS
You will be able to repeat steps 2 & 3 for as many products as need. 

By clicking on the ‘Cart’ icon, you will be able to see the different products that you 
have in your cart. Once happy, click ‘Checkout’
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3b. ADDING YOUR NEXT PRODUCT
This will take you back to your ‘Simple Quoting’ Screen,

where you will be able to add your next product



5. CHECKOUT OVERVIEW
By clicking ‘Checkout’ you will be able to see the products in your cart.

6a. FREIGHT
Here you will be able to enter the delivery details

of where you would like the products sent. 

If you need to send to mulitle locations, click ‘Multiple’, enter the delievery 
address and allocate how many of the quantity you want sent to this location
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7. QUOTE SUMMARY
Here is where you will find the quote summary. 

Once happy, click the acceptance checkbox, then ‘Complete Order’
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6b. FREIGHT
Here you will see the different delivery locations.

Make sure that you allocate the complete quantity to continue on.
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YOU'RE DONE!
Your order is now being processed. 

You will now need to upload the artwork.

ANY ISSUES?
If you have any problems with your order,

get into contact with us and we can help you out!


